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AGREEMENT
 
)	 THIS AGREEMENT by and between the undersigned Superintendent of Schools of LIVERPOOL CENTRAl 
SCHOOL DISTRICT, hereinafter termed the "DISTRICT" and GENERAL SERVICE EMPLOYEES UNION, SEIU, 
LOCAL 200 United, 01 Syracuse, New York, hereinafter termed the "UNION", wherein it is mutually 
agreed as follows: 
ARTICLE 
RECOGNITION AND UNION STATUS 
§ 1.1 Representation 
The District recognizes the Union for the purpose of collective bargaining for all Employees in 
the Transportation and Operation and Maintenance Units of the District identified in E>:hibit A. 
§ 1.1.1 Substitute Bus Drivers are excluded from aU provisions of the Agreement except: 
a. Wage rate in accordance with Exhibit A. 
b.	 Meal allowance in accordance with Article XXI. 
c. Overtime compensation in accordance with Article XXXII. 
d. Supplement C - Grievance Procedure. 
e. Other Articles with specific mention 01 applicability. 
§1.2 Amendment 
'. t The relationship to the bargaining unit of any newly created position(s), having a community of 
interest with this bargaining unit, will be discussed with the Union Representative at the time 
such position is established. The inclusion of any new position(s) within this bargaining unit 
will be by mutual agreement. In the event the parties reach no agreement on representation to 
this Agreement, either party may submit the Question of representation to PERS for 
reconciliatlon. Terms and conditions of employment governing the new position(s) will be a 
proper subject of negotiations. 
§ 1.3 Negotiation 
During the duration of this Agreement, the District agrees to negotiate exclusively with the 
Union and in no way will the District negotiate with any other organization or any individual 
employee for the purpose of this Agreement. 
ARTICLE II 
UNION SECURITY 
§2 1 Dues Deductions 
The District will deduct from the Employees' pay; dues as designated by lhe Union for 
membership in the Union on the basis of individually signed voluntary deduction authorization 
cards	 in the form agreed to by the District and the Union. } 
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§2.2 Authorization of Dues 
Authorization and deductions of dues from Employee' pay shall remain in effect until th~ 
expiration of lhis Agreement. 
§2.3 Agency Fee 
Employees who have completed their probationary pariod, shall as a condition of employment 
become members of the Union or pay an agency fee equivalent to the uniform monthly dues art! 
fees required of Union members. 
§2.4 Vacancies 
When new Employees are to be hired, the Union as well as other sources will be afforded the 
opportunity to send applicants 'or Ihe job or jobs and said applicants shall be given the same 
consideration as applicants from other sources. The final judgment in passing upon the 
qualifications of applicants shall be made by lhe District. 
§2.5 Officer. 
The Dislrict recognizes the right of (he Union to designate officers and job stewards from within 
the bargaining unit. The Union will normally notify the District within ten (10) days of the 
appointment or election of any of its officers or stewards as to the names of the persons ro 
designated, their office or slewardship, the effective date of their service and the length of their 
term. The authority of the officers and job stewards so designated by the Union shall be as 
follows: 
.\l'lo., 
2.5.1 The investigation and presentation of grievances in accordance with the provisions of 
the Agreement. 
2.5.2 The transmission through established District courier service of such messages and/or 
information which may be authorized by the Union, providing such messages and/or 
information are reduced to Writing for distribution or posting on Ihe bulletin board, 
are of a routine nature and do not Involve the refusal to perform a work assignment. 
2.5.3 No officer shall be engaged in Union activities during working hours except that 
appropriate job stewards and/or appropriate Union officers may, wilh approval of 
their immediate supervisor, investigate and process grievances under this Agreement 
during working hours. Such activities shall nol interfere with the normal course of 
work. A written record of time spent investigating or processing grievances shall be 
submitted with the lime sheet of each job steward or Union officer so involved. 
§2.6 Bargaining Unit Roster 
Upon reasonable request submitted by the Union, the District will provide to the Union a 
complete bargaining unit roster including names of Employees, their effective date of 
employment, civil service classification and business address. 
§2.7 Sub~contracting Prohibited 
The District shalt not contract out or privatize bargaining unit work. !n the case of an 
emergency, the District will be allowed to subcontract bargaining unit work. An emergency 
will be defined as not having sufficient qualified personnel end/nor having eqUipment 10 
) periorm the work. The District will not contract out or privatize liverpool Central School District pupil transportation. However, the Dislricl will be permitted to contract out newly 
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assigned transpoftation to rocations outsIde the District for not more than six (6) months 
unless the District receives from the union an agreement to extend the period. The union will 00 
notified Within twenty-four hours or wIthin the next business day in the case of all 
SUbcontracting. Any other subcontracting that is not described above must receive the 
concurrence of the union. Subcontracting will not be u~8d by the District if it causes <¥I 
employee(s) (0 be laid off and it will not be used where the required work can be performed by 
sufficIent qualified employees who accept olJertime work. Such that bargaining unit employees 
will be afforded the opportunity to work overtime first. 
ARTICLE III 
NO STRIKE PLEDGE 
The Union hereby affirms a policy that does not assert the right to strike against the District nor will it 
assist in or participate in any such strike by the Employees, nor will j[ impose any obligation on said 
Employees to conduct, assist or participate in a strike. 
ART I C L E IV 
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS 
§4.1	 The Union and the District recognize it responsibility to, at all times, act in good faith in 
carrying out any and all provisions 01 this Agreement. 
§4.2	 The Union recognizes the right of management to direct and control management policies subject 
to the obligations of the Agreement and/or the provisions of the Civil Service Law, Public 
Employment Relations Board, or any other applicable law. 
ARTICLE V 
NEGOTIATION PROCEDURE 
§5.1	 It is further understood and agreed thaI any and all tentative agreements reached between the 
representative negotiating teems will not become binding on either party until ratified by the 
District and the Employees of the Liverpool Central SchOOl District who hold membership in the 
Union. It is further understood thai the President of Local 200, in his capacity as Chief 
Executive Officer, will have the right to review and make recommendations for change to the 
Union's negotiating team prior to the ngreement being submitted 10 the membership for 
ratification. It is funher understood that the Superintendent of Schools, In his capacity as Chief 
Executive Officer, will have the right to review and make recommendations for change to the 
District's negotiating team prior to the agreement being submitted to the Board of Education lor 
ratification. 
§5.2	 The District agrees that it will provide the Union with ample copies of the tentative budget. 
§5.3	 The term "Collective Bargaining Negotiations" shall Include wages, hours and other conditions of 
employment. 
)
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§5.4 
§5.5 
If any provision of this Agreement or any applicatIon of this Agreement should be found contrary 
to law, then such provision or application will be deemed invalid except to the extent permitted 
by law, but all other provisions and applications will continue in full force and effect. 
The District will provide printed copies of the Agreement to each Employee covered herein. 
ART I C LEVI 
PROBATIONARY PERIOD 
§6.1 Every permanent appointment from an open competitive or promotional list and every original 
appointment to a position in the non-competitive, labor and exempt class shall be for a 
probationary term of not less than eight nor more than fifty-two (52) weeks. 
§6.2 All interdepartmental reassignments, promolions and changes in classification shall be for a 
probationary term of not Jess than eight (8) nor more than twenty-six (26) weeks. Employees 
reassigned within the same job title will not be required to begin a new probationary period. 
ART I C L E VII 
SEPARATION AND DISCHARGE 
§7.1 Disciplinary Acllon 
The Union recognizes the right of management to institute disciplinary action for cause. The 
District agrees that no Employee shall be sUbject to disciplinary action or discharge without 
bona fide and adequate cause. The Union shall receive prior notification of disciplinary action or 
discharge. Provided, however, the foregoing shall not apply to suspension pending the 
investigation of possible infractions. In such cases, the Union will receive notification within 
twenty-four (24) hours of the suspension. 
§7.2 Personnel File 
No complaint, disciplinary letter or memorandum, or supervisory or evaluation report will be 
placed in an Employee's file without the Employee's knowledge. The Employee shall be permitted 
to attach a statement of expJanalion and shall be given a copy of documents so filed. An 
Employee's initials on any such document shall represent only that he/she has seen the 
document and shall not be construed to mean acceptance or agreement with the contents thereof. 
§ 7.3 Payment of Wages 
Upon quilting, discharge or other separation from employment. the District shall pay all money 
due the Employee by the end of the pay period next follOWing the terminal date or the Employee's 
services. 
§7.4 District Property 
Employees shall return to their immediate supervisor any school property in their possession 
or assigned to them in substantially the same condition as when received, reasonable wear ard 
lear excepted, prior to receiving final pay upon separation from employment. Failure to do ro 
shall render the Employee liable for the payment of the lair and reasonable value thereof. 
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ART I C L E VIII 
WAGES 
§8.1 Schedule 
Wages shall be paid in accordance with the salary schedule attached hereto and made a part 
hereof (EXhibit A). 
§8.2 Promotional Adjustment 
Employees appoinled to promotional positions within Ihe bargaining unit on a temporary, 
provisional or permanent basis, aT any Employee 19mporar\ly assigned by the appropriate 
supervisor to a position of greater responsibility within the bargaining unit, will receive the 
regular rate for the position consistent with total District service (see Exhibit A, Section 3 Q'l 
page 26). A promotional position is one haVing a higher hourly rate. 
§8.3 Civil Service Classification 
Employees being paid in a salary range which is inconsistent with their current classification 
wi\! bg expec1ed 10 stl1isfactodly complete the appropriate Civil Service examination for proper 
reclassification. 
§8.4 Earnings Statement 
All Employees shall be provided with a statement of gross earnings and a statement of deductions 
taken. Hourly Employees shall also be provided with a statement of hours worked for each pay 
period. 
§8.5 Temporary Promotion outside the Bargaining Unit 
Any Employee temporarily assigned by the appropriate supervisor to a posHion of greater 
responsibility which is not within the Bargaining Unit and which pays a higher rate of 
compensation than the Employee's regUlar position will receive a wage rate adjustment of 25<;b 
of the difference between the Employee's RegUlar Rate and the regUlar rate or the employee 
whose p06ition the Employee is filling providing such temporary service is continuous an::! 
extend6 for a period of one week or more. Incidental absenteeism which is beyond an Employee's 
reasonable control will not be interpreted to interrupt continuity of service. If the period ot 
temporary service continues for four months, the Employee will receive the regur<lr rate of the 
employee whose pOSition is being fllied. 
ART I C L E IX
 
PAST CONDITIONS
 
§9.1 No provision of this Agreement shall be construed as to lower the hourly wage rate or any
 
position covered by this Agreement. ) 
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§9.2	 It during the term of this Agreement, any condition of employment not specifically covered by 
this Agreement should arise, the District and the Union shall meet for the purpose of resolving 
the issue or issues. 
§9.3	 No part of this Agreement shall be construed as to preclude the School District from giving any 
further benefits (0 its employees. 
§9.4	 If either the District or Union wishes to alter any present terms and conditions of employment, 
the District and Union shall meet for the purpose of resolving the issue or issues. 
ARTICLE X 
EQUIPMENT 
§10.1	 Under no circumstances will an Employee be required to work in violation of any application 
statute or court order, or in violalion of a government regulation relating to safety of person or 
equipment. 
§10.2	 Employees shall immediately or at the end 01 their shifts report all defects in diSlrict-owned 
equipment when known (e.g. hand tools, power tools, vehicles or any other equipment 
necessary to complete their job). The District shall not ask or require any Employee to use 
equipment that has been reported In writing by any other Employee as being in an unsafe 
operating condltlon unless such equipment has been inspected by the appropriate supervisor and 
the defect repaired or declared in writing not to exist by said supervisor. 
§10.3	 All equipment which, in the judgment of the appropriate supervisor, is not mechanically sound 
or is unsafe shall be appropriately tagged so that it cannot be used by other Employees until 
properly repaired. 
ARTICLE XI 
UNIFORMS AND TOOLS 
§11.1 Uniforms 
11 . 1 .1 Automotive Mechanics and Maintenance Helpers will be provided coveralls an:::! 
insulated coveralls through a rental service plan. 
11.1.2	 Employees for whom uniforms are provided, agree to wear the complete uniform while 
on duty, and maintain the uniform in a neat and clean condition. However, Employees 
who wish to wear their own pants may do so provided they are neat and well 
maintained. The District will not be required to provide pants to Employees electing to 
wear their own. Employees who place an order for uniform pants are expected to 
accept and wear them on the job. 
§11.2	 Safety Items 
11 ,2.1 Impact helmets witl be provided for members of the maintenance staff, custodial staff 
and automotive mechanics at District expense. 
)
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11.2.2	 The District shall pay 100% of the cost of District prescribed safety shoes not to 
exceed $200.00 for Mechanics and Maintenance personnel normally one pair every 
two years. Wilh the approval at the Transportation Director or the Superintendent of 
Buildings and Grounds, the District will pay 100% of the cost ot replaclng wan< 
District prescribed safety shoes. It is understood that District-provided shoes will t:e 
used primarily While working tor the District. 
11.2.3	 Employees shall be reimbursed for the purchase of approved prescription safety 
glasses in an amount not 10 exceed Ole Hundred Dollars ($100) on an alternate year 
basis. 
§11.3	 Tools 
11.3.1	 Small tools or a general nature shall be provided by Employees utilizing speclar skills; 
such as, wrenches, screwdrivers, etc. for Automotive Mechanics; hammers, 
screwdrivers, wrenches, pliers, chisels, saws. etc" for Maintenance Workers. 
11.3.2	 The District will provide s!alionary power tools and such specialized tools as may be 
required to adequately per10rm 1he various tasks. All speciali2ed and large tools shall 
be supplied, maintained and replaced by the District except when 10SI, damaged or 
destroyed through an act of carelessness or other deliberate act on the part of an 
Employee. In such a case, the Employee shall be responsible 10r retribution. 
11.3.3	 Each building will have a set of basic hand tools for use by the custodians. The 
responsibility for control of these tools will be assigned to the Head Custodian. 
11.3.4	 Sufficient funds will be provided in the annual school budge! to maintain the desired 
level at tool inventory, A total tool allowance will he available to Automotive 
Mechanics and Maintenance Workers for replacement of indiVidually owned tools when 
worn, damaged or slolen while on school property or being utilized for authorized 
schoDI business as tollows: $115.00 (01-02); $130.00 (02-03); $150.00 (03­
04). Thirty Dollars ($30) of the annual 1001 allowance may be used for lost tools. All 
Employees' toots will have some kind of mark, for example spray painl or engraved, 9) 
:hey can be identified. Inventory sheels will be provided and filled out so that both 
school district and Employee have a copy. Inventory sheels must be kept up·to~date 
and new tools must get an identifiable mark. Any tool not on inventory sheet will not 
be repiaced. The allocation at tool allowance will be at the requesl of the Employee 
with the approval 01 the Transportation Director or the Maintenance Supervisor. 
ART I C L E XII 
PAY PERIOD 
§12.1	 All Employees shall be paid in accordance with Ihe payroll schedule as adopted annually by the 
Board of Education. 
§ 1 2 _2	 Employees shall be paid for a.ll hours worked including overtime compensation in essentially a 
biweekly basis. 
)
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ARTICLE XIII
 
JOB DUTIES AND CLASSIFICATIONS
 
§13.1	 A statement of duties and responsibilities for lhe various positions covered by this Agreemef1t 
shall be available from the immediate supervisor of each Employee group. Copies shall be sent 
to the Union. 
§ 13.2	 Employees shall agree to observe the duties and responsibilities as identified prior to accepting 
appointment to a given position. 
§13.3	 Each Employee shall have the right to discuss the duties and responsibilities of the position with 
1he immediate supervisor and make suggestions concerning proposed changes. 
§13.4	 Earn Employee shall receive a written performance appraisal at least once a year. A new 
Employee shall receive a written performance appraisal at the end of the probationary period. 
ART I C L E XIV 
SENIORITY 
§14.1	 Seniority shall begin from the date of employment with the District and shall be based 00 
continuous employment with the District, with the exception of extended leaves of absence. 
Extended leaves of absence shalt be interpreted as any leave of absence without pay for a 
duration of more than thirty (30) days. If conflict shOUld arise between two (2) parties 
regarding the similarity in date of appointment, the date of application shall be the determining 
factor. Substitute service prior to the effective date of employment is not applicable for 
purposes of seniority ranking. 
There will be three (3) types of seniority defined as follows: 
§14.1.1 Liverpool School District seniority shall be the length of an employees service as measured 
from the employees most recent dale of hire by the District; 
§14.1.2	 Departmental Seniority shall be the length of an employees' continuous service in one of the 
three specific departments: Transportation, Custodial or Maintenance; 
§14.1.3 Job Classification Seniority shall be the length of an employees' continuous service in a 
job classification. 
§ 14.2	 Promotions, transfers and upgrades shall be made on the basis of Employee qualifications. When 
qualifications of applicants are equal, then seniority shall prevail. 
§14.3	 In all cases of layoffs, jab classillcation seniority shall govern with due consideration for 
ability to perform the particular job. When the District rehires any Employee in any job 
classification, Employees on layoff from said jab classification shall be rehired in reverse 
order in which they were laid off. In the event that the Dislrict needs additional Employees in 
said classification, it shall then offer such work to Empfoyees on layoff in other job 
classifications in accordance with their District seniority, provided such Employees are capable 
of performing the available work. 
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§ 14.4	 To the extent that there is no cQnflict with law or Civil Service regulation, layoff procedureg 
are established as follows. In the event of a layoff, Ihe District shall notify the Union of the 
number of Employees and the job classifications affected. This Jayoff shall be in accordance wit/) 
job classifIcation. The Employee with the least overall seniority shall be the first to be laid olf 
or exercise the bumping procedure as follows: 
14.4.1	 An EmplQyee's overall seniority as set forth in §14.1, above would apply for purpose:i 
of bumping into a lower classification. 
14.4.2	 Under no circumstances will Ihe laid ott Employee be permitted to bump into a higher 
classification. 
14.4.3	 A laid oft Employee must notify the personnel office within seventy-two (72) hours of 
receiving a layoff notice, if the Employee intends to exercise bumping rights. 
17.2.5 The decision 10 bump rests soley with the raid off Employee. If the bumping privilege 
Is not exercised, the District agrees that the laid oft Employee's unemployment benefits 
will not be challenged by the District. 
17.2.5 Employees shall be recarred tram layoff or returned to jobs from which they were 
bumped in reverse order of layoff; thus, when a vacancy occurs, it shall be filled by 
the Employee wltll the greatest overall seniority who was displaced as a resull of layoff 
or bumping. 
§14.5	 District Seniority shall apply in determining the accumulation of benefits where length 01 
service is a factor as specified in this Agreement. 
A A TIC L E XV 
JOB POSTINGS 
§ 15.1	 Employees covered by this Agreement will have ample opportunity to bid on job openings or new 
jobs whenever they occur. 
§15.2	 Such Jab postings shall be made for five (5) working days prior to selection of an employee to 
fill such job (or jobsl on a permanent basis. 
§15.3	 Whenever more than one (1) applicant tor a job opening eXists, preference shall be given to the 
applicant with the greatest seniority, in accordance with the following procedure, providing the 
qualifications of the applicants are SUbstantially equal. Qualifications in this section means 
ability and physical fitness. 
The Procedure lor applying seniority to awarding an applicant a job is as follows: 
17 Preference wilt be given to the applicanl with the most job classification seniDrity within 
the classification where the job opening exists (in the case of custodial openings, first 
preference will be given to the most senior applicant within the classification in the 
building where the opening exists and then to other applications in the job classification); 
17	 AHer exhausting job classification seniority, ~he applicant with lhe most Departmental 
seniority will be given preference; 
17	 After exhausting Deparlmental seniority, the application with the most District Seniority
 
will be given preference.
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It Custodial	 Maintenance Transportation 
)
 
Custodial Helper Computer Repair Technician AulO Mechanic Helper 
Custodial Worker Driver/Messenger Auto Mechanic 
Custodian I Maintenance Helper School Bus Attendant 
Custodian II Maintenance Worker I School Bus Driver 
Custodian II Shift Head Maintenance Worker II 
Custodian II Complex Head 
ART I C L E XVI 
TRANSFERS 
In the event it becomes necessary 10 make involuntary transfers of Employees, the following procedure 
will govern: 
§ 16> 1 Notice of such involuntary transfer will be given to the Employee as soon as practicable. Copy 
of notice will be sent to the Union. 
§16.2	 No involuntary transfer will be made unless there is a meeting between the appropriate 
supervisor and the Employee to be transferred. The reason for the transfer will be given 10 the 
Employee. 
§16.3	 Employees subject to the terms of this Agreement, who are being involuntarily transferred, 
shall be notified of the vacancies available in their Civil Service classification. The preference 
of the Employee will be given conslderation if there is more than one vacancy to which the 
Employee may be transferred. 
§ 16.4	 An Employee transferred to a new job at the request of the District will be afforded the 
opportunity to reapply for the former position when it becomes vacant again. 
§ 16.5	 An Employee involved who objects to said transfer may tite a grievance under this contract 
agreement. Such grievance wilt be filed directly into the second step of the grievance procedure. 
ART I C L E XVII 
VACATIONS 
§17.1 12-Month Employees 
17.1 .1 Employees in 12·month positions shall be entitled to 5 days vacation with pay 
following six (6) months of continuous service. Thereafter, vacation will be earned at 
the rate of one (1) day for each five (5) weeks of continuous employment until the 
close of the next fiscal year, June 30th. From July 1st to the end of the fiscal year, 
June 30th, each 12·month Employee will earn ten (10) days of paid vacation until 1he 
completion of six (6) full years of continuous employment. 
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Atter six fiscal years continuous service eleven days 
Aiter seven 1isca\ years continuous service twelve days 
After eight fiscal years continuous service thirteen days 
After nine fiscal years continuous service fourteen days 
After ten fiscal years continuous service fifleen days 
After eleven fiscal years continuous service sixteen deys 
After twelve fiscal years continuous service seventeen days 
After thirteen fiscal years continuous service eighteen days 
After fourteen fiscal years continuous service nineteen days 
Attsr fifteen fiscal years continuous service twenty days 
After twenty fiscal years continuous service twenty-five days 
17.1 .2	 Vacations shall normally be taken in accordance with vacation schedules approved by 
the immediate supervisor. Vacation pay will be given to the Employee prior to leaYing 
for vacation prOViding the length of vacation is one week or longer, and the Payroll 
Department receives notice two weeks in advance of vacation dates. 
17 .1.3 Employees whose service is terminated during the first six (6) months of such service 
will not receive compensation for vacation privileges. Employees whose service is 
terminaled after the first six (6) months of such service will receive compensation 
for any unused vacation time. 
17 .1.4 Under normal circumstances, 12-month Employees shall submit requests for Jury or 
August vacation time between May 1 and May 15. Requests for September 1 through 
June 30 vacation lime, ot one week duration or more, shall be SUbmitted twenty (2 a) 
days in advance and requests for such vacation 011-4 days duration shall be submitted 
ten (10) days in advance. Supervisors shall respond to requests for July and August 
vacation within one (1) week of the filing deadline and shall respond to requests for 
vacation at other limes during the year within five (5) days of receipt. No guaranteed 
approval is implied. Timely requests for vacation will be given preference over 
conflicting requests, which are submitted after filing deadlines. Where minimum 
staffing levels are maintained, supervisors wlll not arbitrarily withhold approval 01 
requested vacation time. Whers all other factors are equal, seniority shall be the 
determining factor in the award of timely vacation requests. 
§17.2	 1O-Month Employees 
17.2.1 Employees in	 la-month positions shall be entitled 10 two (2) days vacation 10Jlowing 
five (5) months of continuous service. Thereafter, vacation will be earned at the rate 
of one (1) day lor each len (10) weeks 01 continuous employment until the close of the 
fiscal year, June 30. From July 1 to the end of the fiscal year, June 30, each ten 
(10) month Employee will earn four (4) days vacation per year until the completion 
of five {5} fiscal years of continuous service. 
17.2.1	 After five (5) fiscal years 01 continuous serVice, Employees in ',O-month positions 
shall be entitled to five (5) days of vacation After ten (10) 'iseal years of continuous 
service, Employees in 10-month positions shall be entitled to seven (7) days 01 
Yacation. Employees with fifteen (15) years of continuous service shall be entitled to 
fifteen (15) days of vacation. 
) 
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17.2.2	 Vacations shall normally be taken when pupils are not in regular daily attendance at 
school, in accordance wilh vacation schedules approved by (he immediate supervisor. 
Ten~month Employees will be permitled to submit application tor vacation during the 
school year. The District will make a reasonable effort to accommodate such requests. 
Vacations so approved will not set precedent for future decisions. 
17.2.3	 Effective July 1, 1996, the paid vacation schedule for Employees hired before July 1, 
19ge will be as follows: 
Years of 
Service 1996-97 1997-98 1 998-99 1999-2000 2000-0.1 
1 - 4 3 days 2 days 1 day	 0 0 
5-9 4 days 3 days 2 days 1day	 0 
10-15 6 days 5 days 4 days 3 days 2 days 
10 & over 14 days 13 days 12 days 11 days 10 days 
17.2.4	 Ten month Employees will have the right to take a number of non~paid days off equal 
to, bu1 not greater than, the number of days awarded under Section 17.2.1 and Section 
17.2.2 These days will be scheduled in accordance with existing procedures. These 
days off will not be held against the attendance incentive and will be recognized in the 
same way vacation days are recognized. 
j §17.3 BeneficIary 
In the event of the death of an Employee, the District will pay to that Employee's beneficiary any 
earned, unused vacation credit, which would have been due the Employee. 
§ 17.4 Holidaya 
If a holiday occurs during an Employee's vacation period, such holiday will not count as a 
vacation day and the Employee will be entitled to an additional day off with pay at a time 
mutually agreeable between the District and the Employee. 
§17.5 Service 
For purposes of 17.1.1 and 17.2.1, an Employee who commenced full-time employment with 
the District on or before January 1, will be credited with one fiscal year of service. 
)
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ART I C L E XVIII
 
t	 HOLIDAYS
 
§ 18.1	 The followIng shall be the schedule of paid holidays for all Employees covered by this agreement. 
If custodial helpers begin work prior to Labor Day, they shall be paid for Labor Day. Their 
IXlrma[ worl< year is September 1 ttlrough June 30. 
Independence Day~	 New Year's Day 
Labor Day·	 King's Birthday 
Columbus Day	 Presidents' Day 
Veterans Day	 Good Friday 
Thanksgiving Day	 Memorial Day 
Friday After Thanksgiving Floating Holiday· 
Christmas 
*12-month EmploYE'es (lnly. One (1) floating holiday, normally to be taken when school is 
not in session, with approval in advance by the immediate supervisor. For new Employees, the 
floating holiday wlJl be available at the concrusion of eight (8) weeks of employment. 
§18.2	 Holidays schedules for 2001-02, 2002-03 and 2003-04 to be developed In the spring of the 
preceding school year, shall be substantially similar to the 2000-0' holiday schedule. 
§ 18.3	 Holidays which fall on Saturday shall be observed on the preceding Friday. Holidays which fall 
on Sunday shall be observed on the tollowing Monday. 
§18.4	 Arrlegal holidays occurring within the calendar year shaH be observed by all Employees. 
§18.5	 In the event it is necessary to schedule student attendance on G::xd Friday, the day will be 
considered a normal work day, not SUbject to overtime compensation in accordance with §32.2. 
In this event, Employees are entitled to a day's compensatory holiday to be scheduled with the 
advance approval of the immediate supervisor. 
§ 1 B. 6	 In the event a School Bus Driver is required 10 work. during \he months of July and August and a 
legal holiday falls within the established wcrk schedu:e, the School Bus Driver will be paid for 
the holiday. 
§ 18.7	 To be eligible for holiday pay, an Employee must be on a paid status the work day before or the 
work day after the holiday. 
ART J C L E XIX 
SICK LEAVE 
§ 1g. 1	 Upon employment, new Employees will be credited with on and one-half (1 -1/2) days sick 
leave per month of anticipated employment until lhe end of the current fiscal year. At the 
beginning of the next fiscal year of employment, each Employee witl be credited with one ard 
one~half (1·1/2) days of sick leave for each month of anticipated employment during the 
forthcoming fiscal year. 
) §19.2	 Unused days ot sick leave shall be cumulative to two hundred forty (240) days for 12-month 
Employees and to two hundred (200) days for 10-month Employees. 
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§,19.3	 In the event there Is a question regarding the propriety of an Employee's reported illness ard 
the Employee has been warned or disciplined for excessive or patterned absenteeism, th~ 
District may require verification of the illness by a physician. If there is a question regardin~ 
the Employee's fitness 10 return to work, the District may also require a doctor's statement 
before permitting the Employee to relUrn to work lollowing an illness or an accident. When 
Employees are absent from work because of extended personal illness or accident, it is their 
responsibility to notify their immediate supervisor, as soon as possible, and to keep the 
supervisor informed monthly stating the probable date of return to work. In addition, the 
District will be provided a minimum of three (3) working days' notice of exact date of return. 
Without such notice, reemployment may be delayed. 
§19.4	 For each day's absence over and above the sick leave benefits hereto provided, one-tenth 
(1/10Ih) of the Employee's biweekly salary shall be deducted. 
§1g. 5 Sick leave time shall not be considered lime worked when computing overtime. 
§19.6	 An accounting of accumulated sick leave will be given to each Employee at the beginning of eadl 
fiscal year. Sick leave use shall be credited and recorded on an hourly basis except for School 
Bus Drivers and School Bus Attendants. 
§ 19.7	 Employees with ten (10) years of service since the last effective date of appointment w j II 
receive, upon separation from employment, a stipend of $40 per accumulated and unused sick 
leave day, not to exceed two hundred (200) days. This stipend is not applicable to Employees 
who are dismissed or laid off. 
§19.8 01 June 30 of each year, 12-month Employees who hava two hundred thirty-five (235)or 
,..
more accumulated sick leave days, 11-month employees who have two hundred fifteen (215) or 
;,1 more accumulated sick leave days, and 10-month Employees who have one hundred ninety-six (196) or more accumulated sick leave days shall be permitted to sell back to the District at the 
current separation rale at $40 per day up to 50 of said days. 
ARTICLE XX 
PERSONAL DAYS 
§20.1	 Upon employment, a new Employee will be credited on the basis of one (1) day of personal 
business leave, for each len (10) weeks of employment remaining to the end of the current 
fiscal year. AI the beginning of the next fiscal year of employment each regular Employee will 
be entitled to five (5) days personal business leave. 
§20.2	 An Employee's request lor personal leave shall be granted without loss of pay where the reason 
for absence is beyond the control of the Employee and cannot readily be scheduled after regular 
working hours. As a basis for uniformity of interpretation within the school system, the 
following reasons shall serve as a guide for granting personal days: 
Legal business. 
Attendance at a funeral of a relative, or crose friend. 
Marriage of a member of the immediate family. Only one day may be used for the 
Employee's marriage. ) Physical for military service or service connected disability. 
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Family business such as graduation in immediate 1amily or own gradualion; taking child 
to and from college at the beginning or ending of the school year; birth of a child. 
Emergencies such as auto accident, serious malfunction of home equipment requiring 
personal attention while being serviced, e.g. furnace, pump, etc. 
Family business. 
Doctor's appointment. 
Emergency closings; School Bus Drivers, Schoo! Bus Attendanls and School Monitors 
only· maximum of two days per year. 
§20.3	 It is the specific intent 1hat the leaves provided in this set;lion are not granted for the purpose ,~f 
a "day oW, a holiday or supplement a legal holiday or vacation. Abuse of this privilege shall be 
cause for appropriate disciplil1ary actiol1. 
§20.4	 Personal leave time shall not be considered lime worked when computing overtime. 
§20.5	 All unused personal leave will be added to the Employee's accumulated sick leave at the end of the 
fiscal year. 
§2 0,6	 If personal leave is necessary beyond that available to an Employee for serious illness or death 
in the immediate family, such Employee wiH be allowed three (3) additional days per year from 
available SiCk leave upon approval 01 the Superintendent, such approval shall not be 
unreasonably withheld. 
§20.7	 Immediate family shall be defin1;'ld as 1he lather, mother, husband, wife, sis1er, br01her, child, 
grandparent, grandchild, or in~law 01 the Employee. 
§20.8	 Where requests for personal leave would, ii approved, prohibit 1he District from maintaining 
minimum staffing requirements, such requests will be considered in the order received in earn 
effected location. 
§20.9	 Personal businesiS leave use shall be crediled and recorded on an hourly basis except for School 
Bus Drivers and School Bus Attendants. 
ART I C L E XXI 
MEAL ALLOWANCES AND TRAVEL AND LODGING EXPENSES 
§21 . 1	 Meal allowances required because of the nature of a special assignment shall be paid up to the 
amounts listed below upon submission 
proper receipts: 
of a properly completed claim for reimbursement am 
Breakfast 
Lunch 
Dinner 
Maximum for anyone day 
$ 5.00 
$ 7.00 
$10.00 
$22.00 
§21.2 Employees shall be reimbursed for reasonable expenses incurred in lodging in connection with 
out~ot-town travel.} 
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§21.3	 Any Employee performing work of an emergency nature a1ter six (6) continuous hours or 
during normal mealtime shall be paid the meal allowance. 
§21.4	 Authorized travel using privately owned vehicles in the performance of responsibilities of a job 
situation shall be reImbursed at the highest rate paid by the Dislrict. 
ART I C L E XXII 
WORK DAY, WORK WEEK 
§22.1	 The work week will normally be from Monday through Friday. For purposes of payroll 
compula.tion the work week shall be Monday through Sunday. A regular work schedule shall be 
posled for all Employees covered by this Agreement. Except for district-wide emergency school 
closings, a twenty-four (24) hours notIce will be provided in the event there is a change In the 
work schedule. 
§22.2. Summer work schedules will be arranged in such a manner as to assure full utilization of stall 
and equipment to complete the required tasks. 
'. 
§22..3 It is hereby agreed that the bargaining unit Employees shall extend cooperation to remedy an 
emargency. Any Employee called in for work at a time when he is not normally working shall be 
guaranteed two (2) hours pay. Work time shall commence when the employee leaves his 
residence. 
ARTICLE XXIII 
EMERGENCY CLOSING 
§23.1 In the evenl a school is closed for instructional purposes due to an emergency, Employees will 
make a reasonable effort to report to work. Employees who liJ not report to work will have the 
day charged against accumulated paid leave (other than sick leave). 
§23.2 In the event that school is closed for employment purposes prior to the end of the normal work 
day, all Employees wilt be paid for the normal work day. Those Employees who do not report to 
work prior to !he closing 01 school will have the portion of the day charged against accumulated 
paid leave (other than sick leave). 
§23.3 An Employee who is on paid leave 01 absence during such an emergency closing will be credited 
with the leave time used during the period of the closing. This sub-section is not applicable to 
bus drivers. 
ARTICLE XXIV 
WELFARE 
An Employee who is injured on the job will be relieved of duty to seek medical attention betore 
continuing work if so requested or if deemed advisable by the appropriate supervisor. The Employee 0 r 
the immediate supervisor must file an accident report as soon as practicable aHer the occurrence of} any accident. 
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ARTICLE XXV 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
The Grievance procedure applicable to the Agreement is sel forth in Supplement "C" at the Agreement 
and is hereby made a part hereof. 
ART I C L E XXVI 
JURY DUTY 
§26.1 An Employee required to serve on jury duty on a regular workday shall receive, for each day 
served, regular salary ress any compensation received for such jury duty. 
§26.2 Expense allowances recognized by Onandaga County in connection with jury service shall not be 
construed as compensation. 
§26.3 Time lost because of jury duty will not be deducted from accumulated sick leave time or vacation 
lime or personal leave time. 
§ 26.4 An Employee who does not serve Is required to return to work as soon as possible. 
§26.5	 Employees will utilize the telephone call~jn servIce regarding the need to report for jury dUly 
whenever possible. 
ART I C L E XXVII 
LEAVE OF ABSENCE 
§27.1 Reasonable requests for a leave of absence up to one year in duration shall be granted upon 
approval of the administration and the Board of Education. Such leaves will be without payor 
benefits. 
§27.2 Seniority will not be accrued during leaves of absence of more than. thirty (30) days except as 
provided in §27.4. 
§27.3 At the expira.tion of said lealle of absence, the Employee will be assured a position in the same 
class at employment. 
§27.4 Approved academic lealle of absence of up to ninety days shall not interrupt seniority credit. 
) 
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ART I C L E XXVIII
 
RETIREMENT
 
§28.1	 The District agrees to enrollment in the Employee Retirement System New Career Retirement 
Plan, Section 75·j effeclive July 1, 1989. 
ART I C L E XXIX 
VISITATION 
§29.1	 The Union, through ils representatives, has the right to visit District facilities to discuss Union 
business with the supervisors or members of the Union with prior notice given to the 
appropriate administrative ol1lcial as follows: 
High School Executive Principal 
Other Schools Building Principal 
Transportation Center Director of Transportation 
'. 
Maintenance Center	 Superintendent of Buildings & Grounds 
§29.2	 The Union representative shall at all limes confine business to Union business, and at no time 
interrupt service. 
ART Ie L E XXX 
GENERAL ITEMS 
§30.1	 First Aid Kit 
The District shall maintain a complele first aid kit for the Employees' use in an easily 
accessible location. 
§30.2	 Bulletin Board 
The District shall furnish bulletin board space for Union announcements and meeting notices. 
§30.3	 Sanitary Arrangements 
Sanitary arrangements shall be maintained for Employees. Soap, towels, washing facilities an:! 
other necessary items shall be supplied by the District for Employees' use. 
} 
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§30.4	 Discrimination 
The laws of the State of New York against discrimination on account at age, race, color, creed, 
religion, natIonality, sex and political afiiliation will be carefully observed by bolh parties. 
§30.5	 Volunteer Firefighters, Emergency Medical Technicians and Special DeputY' 
Sheriffs 
Volunteer Firefighters, Emergency Medical TechnIcians and Special Deputy Sheriffs shall 
register in writing with the Personnel Ottice. Any Employee who is a VF, EMT, or 50S may 
leave work as a District Employee for the purpose of active duty as such except when a1 
emergency situation exists involving the Employee's own work. A report of such time shall re 
given to sup9rvlsors within forty-eight (48) hours. When an Employee is away (rom District 
work because of activities as a Volunteer Firefighter, Emergency Medical Technician or Special 
Deputy Sheriff, the Boord of Education and the Scnool District are not liable for any injury to 
such Employee arising out of performance 01 work as a Volunteer Firefighter, Emergency 
Medical Technician or Special Deputy Sheriff. No Employee pay will be forfeited due 10 absenca 
due to active duty as a Volunteer Firefighter, Emergency Medical Technician or Special f1epuly 
Sheriff during the normal work day. 
§30.6	 Rest Periods 
Full-time Employees are entitled to two (2) 15-minute rest periods each day, except in 
emergency situations, to be scheduled at the reasonable discretion of the supervisor, such rest 
period to be taken away from the immediate work site, so as to avoid distracting other 
Employees. 
§30.7	 Tuition Reimbursement 
Employees are eligible to participate in tuition reimbursement programs described below: 
30.7.1	 To be eligible lor tuition reimbursement, courses must be taken at a recognized agency 
or institution competent to offer appropriate instruction. 
30.7.2	 Courses must be related to a necessary aspect of the Employee's duties. 
30.7.3	 Approval of courses lor reimbursement shall rest with the DIrector of Human 
Resources. Such approval shall be sought belore a commitment to participate is made, 
30.7.4	 Upon satls1actory complelion, a tuition reimbursement request form shall be 
completed by the Employee and forwarded to Director of Human Resources with 
evidence of satisfactory attendance and completion. 
30.7.5	 Reimbursement shall be permitted for tuition and registration fees only in an amount 
not to exceed One Hundred Dollars ($100) per participating Employee, or ere 
Thousand Dollars ($1,OOO) tOlal DIstrict expenditure. 
30.7.6	 Courses required for a high school equivalency shall be approved for Employees who 
are actively pursuing such a diploma. 
30.7.7	 Upon completion of a course, the District will consider the purchase of the lextbook, i I 
any, and it In good condition, from lhe Employee at one-half the Employee's cost. 
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§30.8 AttendBnce Incentive 
30.8.1	 The District will pay a 25~ hourly wage rate premium to ead1 Employee whose 
absenteeism due to sick leave (Article XIX) and personal leave (Article XX) does not 
exceed an average of one day per month. 
Example: #1	 July no sick or personal leave 
August 1 day sick leave 
September .5 day personal leave 
October .5 day sick leave 
November 1 day personal leave 
.5 day sick leave 
3.5 days sick/personal leave over	 the 
5-monlh period 
The Employee in example #1 qualifies for the attendance incentive. 
Example: #2	 December 2 days sick leave 
January no sick or personal leave 
February no sick or personal leave 
March 1 day personal leave 
April 3 days sick leave 
May 2 days personal leave 
June 1 day sick leave 
9 days sick/personal leave over the 
7-month period 
The	 E'mployee in example #2 does not qualify for the attendance incentive. 
30.8.2	 Paid holidays, in accordance with §18.1, periods of hospitalization, verifiable 
medically based time off ordered by a physician extending five consecutive days 0 r 
more, approved leave of absence without pay, no·work days due to emergency closings 
in accordance with Administrative Memorandum #26: Emergency Closings/E'arly 
Pupil Dismissals, jUry duty service in accordance with Article XXVI, absenteeism due 
to compensable illness or injury, time off without pay which is approved from time­
to-time tor School Bus Drivers and School Bus Attendants, and personal leave charged 
by bus drivers, attendants, and school monitors when schools are closed due to 
emergency conditions shall not be counted as part of the work year nor as time worked 
for purposes of this seclion. Approved vacation shall be counted as lime worked. 
30.8.3	 Two attendance periods are established - July i-November 30 and December i-June 
30 - and shall be treated independently. 
30.8.4	 Where the number ot work days in the july l-November 30 period falls below 75 for 
12-month Employees, 60 for li-month E'mptoyees, or 45 for 10-month Employees, 
this section shall not apply. 
30.8.5	 Where the number of work days in the December i-June 30 period falls below 105, 
this section shalf not apply. 
30.8.6	 Absenteeism shall be recorded in hourly increments. 
30.8.7	 The District will make a good faith effort to award lump sum payments to qualified 
Employees with the first payroll following the close of the attendance period. 
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30.8.B	 Absenteeism, for any reasons other than Ihe above, in excess 0125 days tor 10-month 
Employees and 30 days for the 12-month Employees in any fiscal year, or 20 days In 
two of any three consecutive years for i0-month Employees and 24 days In two of any 
three consecutive years for 12~month Employees may be deemed cause for separation 
or discipline pursuant to Article VII. 
ART I C L E XXXI 
GROUP INSURANCE 
§31.1 Health, Medical prescription Insurance 
The District shall continue in effect its presently carried heallh, major medical, prescription 
and life insurance plans with major medical deductibles of $100/$300. 
31.1.1	 The District shall contribute 90% of the premium for each participating Employee's 
coverage and 85% of the premJum for a participating Employee's dependents' coverage. 
§31.2 Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) Premiums 
The District's contribution to health maintenance organization (HMO) premiums shall not 
exceed the dollar contributions, which the Dlstricl contributes to the basic health and major 
medical plans. 
§31 3 Dental Insurance 
The District shall continue in effect a dental insurance plan for Employees and their dependents 
substantially equal in benefils to the Upstate Administrative Services (100% Class I, 80% 
Crass II, 50% Class III) with a maximum payment per calendar year per individual 01 $1,500 
am Class IV orthodontia at 60% reimbursement with a $50 deductible and a $2,000 lifetIme 
maximum per individual. 
31.3.1	 The District shall contnbute 85% of the premium for a participating Employee's 
coverage and 75% of the premium tor a participating Employee's dependents' coverage. 
§31.4 DiVidends 
If a dividend is received from the insurance company carrying this coverage al the end of thB 
premium year, II shall be used to reduce the premium for the following year and contributions 
for the following year shall be computed on the net premium. 
§31.5 Parity 
The District will make available to the Employees any additional group insurance plan or any 
improved contribution rate, which may be offered to other Employees of the DistrIct with 
payroll deduclJons for such a benefit in accordance with the approved insurance plan. 
§31.6 Flexible Benefit Spending 
The District will offer a Section 125 Flexible Benefit Spending Plan under the NYSUT Preferred 
Group Plan for categol)/ I payroll deduction insurance premium conlributions. Category II, III 
and IV (unreimbursed medical expenses, dependent care and non-payroll deduction insuranca ) preflliums) will be added as soon thereafter as possible. 
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§31.7	 Retiree Insurance 
31.7.1	 Upon retirement after ten (10) years service to the school district, an Employee with 
an effective date of employment prior to January 1, 1993 may elect to continue 
participation in any aspect of the District's group insurance plans. Such Employees: 
shall be permitted to participate at the same benefit level(s) and contribution rale as 
those currently employed. 
31.7.2	 Upon retirement after fifteen (15) years service to the school district, an Employe9 
with an effective date of employment subsequent 10 January 1, 1993 may elect to 
continue participation in any aspect of the District's group Insurance plans. Such 
Employees shall be permitted to participale at the same benefit level(s) contribution 
rate as those currently employed. 
31.7.3	 Upon the death of an employee with dependent coverage, the District's obligation to 
contribute to a surviving spouse's insurance premiums shall continue tor no more 
than three (3) years. Thereafter COBRA benefits may apply. 
§31.8	 Disability Insurance 
The District will make available payroll deductions for participating Employee disability 
insurance premiums. The District will make no contributions to employee disability insurance. 
ARTICLE XXXII 
OVERTIME ASSIGNMENTS - MAINTENANCE 
§32.1	 The maintenance supervisor will ask all maintenance personnel who can work overtime next 
month to sign a request list by the third Friday of the month. 
§32.2	 The maintenance supervisor will then fit the names 01 the personnel to the list 01 work requests 
by their trade/skill in accordance with the seniority list by trade. 
§32.3	 In the event a partiCUlar tradesman needs assistance, the maintenance supelVisor will select an 
individual from the list by seniority. If everyone, however, refuses 10 work any overtime, then 
the person with the least seniority wilt be required to work to meet District requirements. 
ART I C L E XXXIII 
OVERTIME PAY 
§33.1	 All hours worked in excess 01 eight (8) hours in any day or forty (40) hours in any week by an 
Employee shall be at the rate of time and one~half the regular hourly rate. 
§33.2	 Any Employee working on a regal holiday shall receive regUlar pay plus "holiday pay" at the rale 
of time and one-half regUlar pay. Paid holidays shall be considered time worked. (Example: 
$4.00 regUlar pay per hour + $6.00 time and one-half pay per hour = $10.00 total) 
§33.3	 All Sunday work shall be compensated for at the rate 01 time and one-half the regular hourly 
rate. 
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§33.4 All overtlme worK within classification will t:e offered by seniority to the Employees in tha 
bargaining unit beiore anyone else is given the opportunity to perform these duties. 
§33.5	 A seniority list wiH be developed within each building complex, which will be followed wherl 
scheduling oVQrtima work 3ssignments. TIle5e overtIme work assignments shall be scheduled 
among the Employees on a rolating basis except in situations that necessitate unique abilities. 
§33.6	 Overtime payments shall be paid within one pay period after work performed. 
)
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ART I C L E XXXIV
 
' ..:~i'~ DURATION
. " 
This agreement shall commence on July 1, 1996, and shall remain in force and effect until June 30, 
2001. No grievance will result trom this agreement until after the date of signing by the 
Superinlendent of the Liverpool Central School District and lhe representatives of the General Service 
Employees Union, SEIU, AFL~CIO, 200 United. In the event that an agreement on terms and conditions 
of employment for the 2001~02 school year has not been reached by June 30, 2001, the provisions of 
this agreement shall remain in full force and effect until the parties reach a new agreement thereon. 
IT IS AGREBJ BY AND BETWEEN D-iE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING 
LEGISLATIVE ACTiON TO PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE 
ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL D-iE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE 
BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL. 
General Service Employees Union, 
Liverpool Central School District SE1U, AFL-CrO, 200 United 
n J. taldo 
uperintendent 01 Schools 
Date 
/b F#1 
Arthur Connors 
President: Custodial/Maintenance Division 
~21~~P::en: Transportation Division 
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EXHIBIT "A" SALARY SCHEDULE
 
.") §1 Job Rate o 1 ·0 Z !lZ, 0 3 03-04 
Computer Repair Technician 17.84 18.54 19,26 
Custodial Helper 12.75 13.25 13.77 
Custodial Worker r 15.07 15.66 16.27 
Cuslodial Worker II '16.24 16.87 17.53 
Custodian \ 16.49 1 7. 13 17.80 
Custodian II - shift head 18.53 19.25 2000 
C us\odlan 1\ 20.58 21.38 2221 
Cuslodian II • complex 22.39 23.26 24.17 
Driver-Messenger 15.78 16.40 17.04 
Maintenance Helper 16.75 17.40 18.08 
Maintenance Worker ­ Crew Leader 22.39 23.26 24.17 
Maintenance Worker I 19,49 20.25 21.04 
Maintenance Worker 11 21.62 22.46 23.48 
Auto Mechanic Helper 19.49 20.25 21.04 
Auto MechanIc 22.39 23.26 24.17 
I School Bus Driver (sub) 
'Schoor Bus Attendant 
18.62 
10.69 
19.35 
11 .61 
20.10 
12.56 
Stock Clerk 15.55 1 6.1 6 16.79 
'School Bus Attendants will be compensated al 3.9% each year + $ .50 per hour each year. 
§2 Shift Differential 
A differential of $.30 per hour shall be paid to custodial Employees whose normal work day 
begins at or after 11 :00 a.m. A differentii:il of $.35 per hour shall be paid to custodial 
Employees whose normal work day begins at or alter 9;00 p.m. Such shift differential \s 
applicable only to lime actually worked. 
§3 New Hires 
2001-2002 
Employees first appointed SUbsequent to July 1, 1Y96 will be compensated as follows: 
In the first year of employment job rate as defined in § 1 less $ 1.50. 
In the second year of employment job rate as defined \n § 1 less $ 1.12 
In the third year at employment iOb rate as defined in § 1 less $ .75 
In the fourth year of employment job rate as defined in § 1 less $ .38. 
In the tiflh year of employment job rate as defined in § 1. 
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2002-2003 
Employees first appointed subsequent 10 July 1, 1996 will be compensated as follows: 
In the first year of employment job rate as defined in § 1 less $ .75 
In the second year of employment job rate as defined in § 1 less $ .56 
In the third year of employment 
In the fourth year 0' employment job rate as defined in § 1 less job rate as defined in § 1 less $ .38 $ .19. 
In the fifth year of employment job rate as defined in § 1. 
2002-2003 
Employees will be compensated at Job Rate in §1. 
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SUPPLEMENT "A" 
SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS 
ARTiCLE I • GENERAL 
§A 1.1 The meal allowance will not be paid a driver assigned regular runs which might cover all 
part of a meal period, nor will the driver be entitled to the meal allowance if the driver 
assigned a field trip starting 1/2 hour or more after the regular afternoon runs. 
or 
is 
§A 1.2 A driver will be entitled to a meal allowance on weekends and week days upon presentation of a 
signed voucher up to the maximums provided for in Article XXI (Meal Allowance) as lollows: 
A1.2.1	 When a lield trip commences prior to 11;00 a.m. and terminates less than 1/2 hour 
prior to the start at the regUlar afternoon run. 
A 1.2.2	 When a field trip commences prior to 5:00 p.m. and termInates after 7:00 p.m. 
A 1.2.3	 When a combination of regular runs and field trips run cDnsecutively from thlt 
morning punch-in time to the conclusion of the afternoon runs. 
§A1.3	 Regula( runs Involving busing of school children shall be performed by regUlar bus drivers 
or substitute bus drivers. Employees not classified as regular bus drivers or substitute bus 
drivers may drive regular runs only when regular bus drivers or substitute bU5 drivers arlt 
not available for work. 
§A1.4	 The District agrees 10 reimburse drivers for the payment of fines levied against them as a 
result of defective equ\pmen~ in or on a school vehicle being operated by the driver. Ead! 
driver shall be required to inspect his vehicle prior to operating said vehicle in accordance 
with the procedure set lorlh in the New York State Department of Mo~or Vehicle Chauffeur's 
Manual. The District shall not be liable tor any rine imposed for defec1ive equipment in the 
event the driver does nol make such inspection. 
§A 1.5	 Time and one-half shall be paid for all work over eight (8) hours per day. Time and one-half 
shall be paid for all Saturday and Sunday work. Regular pay plus time and One-hall shall be 
paid for all holiday work. Field trip layover time (§3.14) will be compensated at a driver's 
layover rate and shall not be SUbject to overtime compensation al lime and one-half but shall 
accumulate toward driving hours at time and one-half. Driving time af~er 8 hours 0' 
combined drive and layover time shaH be pa.id at time and one·half. 
§A 1,6	 If notice of school closing is given on or before 6 a.m., bus drivers should not repor~ to work 
and will not be paId. 
§A 1.7	 If notice is given alter 6 a.m.. lhose :eport.ng to work will receive the minimum call in pay 
in accordance with Article XXII and will be expected 10 perform work which reasonably ralls 
within their job classifications. (Example clean buses, checking buses, meetings.) School+ 
Bus Drivers will be entilJed to lake personal leave in 1/2 or 2/3 day increments at the option 
of Ihe Employee. 
}
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§A1.8	 In the event schools are closed by the Superintendent of Schools due to inclement weather or 
other emergency reason, School Bus Drivers who afe not required to work may be paid for u~ 
to two such days each year, said days to be subtracled from the Driver's accumu1,ated personal 
business leave. Similarly, School Bus Attendants shall be paid lor not more than two 
emergency closing days per year. Drivers choosing to charge such day(s) to accumulated 
personal business leave, and be paid for the days, are not eligible tor payment under any 
minimum calHn pay provisions should they report 10r work. 
§A1.9	 Between August 15 and the opening of school in September, School Bus Drivers, after 
scheduling an appointment with the Director of Transportation, shall visit the Transportatiol'l 
Center, pick up the assigned vehicle and run their assigned bus routes. A maximum of two 
hours payment shall be made for this task. Such time shall not count as time worked for 
purposes of computing overtime. Where provisions are not followed no requirement for 
payment shall exist. 
§A1.10	 School Bus Drivers and School Bus Attendants are eligible for one-hour payment per year for 
purposes related to a required physical examination. Such time shall not count as time worked 
for purposes of computing overtime. Subsequent necessary medical examinations, whel'l 
administered by the school district physician or ordered by the Assistant Superintendent for 
Personnel and Planning, shall be at the expense of the District. 
ARTiCLE II • WORK DAY, WORK WEEK 
§A2.1	 All regular full-time bus drivers shall be provided a minimum of four and three quarters (4­
3/4) hours per day. Additional work over and above the four and three-quarters (4 - 3 / 4) 
hours shall be pas led for drrvers and shall be awarded on the basis of seniority. 
A2.1.1	 During the school year, the District will post all noon runs, which are increased by a 
minimum of 15 minutes when the extended run is expected to continue in excess of ten 
consecutive school days. 
A2.1.2	 Posting shall include the complete run and bus, i.e., a senior driver will not have the 
opportunity to choose a new bus for the extended run unless a new bus was originally a 
part of the run being posted. 
A2.1.3	 Reductions to time allocations affecting other drivers as a resull of posting is not 
addressed. That is, it is understood that the increased received by more senior drivers 
may result in fewer hours for less senior drivers. 
A2.1.4	 When necessary, the Transportation Director will fill the run on a temporary basis 
immediately, but then post lor three work days before filling permanently. 
A2.1.5	 Extensions to bus runs other than those at noon are not addressed. 
§A2.2	 Regular bus drivers who do not have noon runs shall be given the first opportunity on the basis 
of seniority to substitute for absent drivers for these runs. 
§A2.3	 All substitute bus drivers available will be used on regular school routes before other school 
personnel, except in emergencies. All substitute drivers will be required to know tM locations 
of schools used by the DislricL 
§A2.4 School Bus Drivers and School Bus Attendants shall be paid for required attendance at 
supervisory conferences and accident review committee meetings. Such conference and meeting) time shall not count as lime worked lor purposes 01 computer overtime. 
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§A2.5 CXt days of Liverpool Central School District student non-a11endance, bus runs wllJ te 
consolidated into two categories - Handicapped and other non-Public School runs. The bus 
''!ll. driver who normally drives these routes will be assigned the consolidated routes on a seniority 
basis.',. 
§A2.6 Bus routes before school starts: Bus drivers who operate bus runs prior to the school year will 
receive payment for time worked in accordance with the following: 
A2.6.1 Must operate after August 15. 
A2.6.2 Call the Transportation Genter in advance to assure that the assigned vehicle is 
available. 
A2.6.3 Use the assigned vehicle to actually run lhe assigned route. 
A2.6.4 Two hour maximum payment, not sUbJecl to the minimum call-in provision. 
A2.6.5 Such time is not eligible for overtime and it shall not count toward overtime 
computations. 
ARTICLE III - FIELD TRIP ASSIGNMENTS 
§A3.1 All lield trips shall be assigned and rotaled among all regular bus drivers 'rom the seniority 
list. 
§A3.2 All personnel classified as Automotive Mechanics and Automotive Mechanic Helpers will be 
assigned to field trips after regular and substitute drivers. 
§A3.3 Four separate field trip lists shall be kept as follows: 
a. HOliday, Saturday and Sunday field trips 
b. Evening field trips 
c. Day Irips 
d. Five hour field trips 
The lists will be posted on the bulletin board, and will be rolated separately among regular 
bus drivers. 
§A3.4	 II a driver refuses three consecutive field trips, the driver's name will be removed from that 
particular list as identified in §A3.3, above. for the rl;jmainder of the school year. Field trips 
assigned during employee vacation periods will receive green mark for refusals. 
§A3.5	 Upon request, a driver's name may be removed from any field trip list identified in §A3.3 
above. If reinstatemen1 is desired, the driver's name will be placed on the list as 10 the date at 
re-entry_ No retroactivity will be granted. 
§A3.6	 When a field trip is ofJered, the bus driver has twenty-four (24) hours to ~ccept or reject 
the trip. Once accepted, it cannol be refused except in an emergency. 
§A3.7	 §A3.5 and §A3.7 will not apply when it is not possible for the District to give sufficient 
advance notice to the Employee. 
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§A3.8	 All drivers on field trips, beyond the local area, shall be qualified and capable to properly 
provide safety to the children and the equipment. It is the intent of both parties that regular 
bus drivers be provided as much work as possible in connection with field trips during the 
lite of the agreement, subject to the ability and qualifications of the drivers to perform the 
work. 
§A3.9	 Except in emergencies, the Divisional President or the Chief Steward will be notified ard 
advised in advance of all field trips. 
§A3.10	 A two (2) hour minimum show-up time will be recognized for all bus drivers on field trips 
except when such field trips extend less than two (2) hours beyond the normal ending time Of 
commence less than two (2) hours before regular stal1ing time. In such instances, the 
Employees will be paid for the time worked. 
§A3.11	 The Transportation Director and the Divisional President or Chief Steward will work together 
to ensure the fair and equitable implementation of this al1ide. 
§A3.12	 Field trips of live hours or more will be assigned to regular School Bus Drivers. Where there 
is more than one 1ield trip of five hours or more on anyone day, it/they may be assigned to 
regular School Bus Drivers at the discretion of the Transportation Director. 
§A3.13	 Layover time will be compensated at the regular hourly rate. 
ARTICLE IV - MINIMUM HOURS 
Bus drivers will be guaranteed the following minimum pay 'or runs: 
.t §A4.1 morning	 two and one-half (2~1/2) hours minimum 
§A4.2 noon	 two (2) hours minimum 
§A4.3 afternoon	 two and one-fourth (2-1/4) hours minimum 
§A4.4 late run	 one-half (1/2) hour minimum 
§A4.5 clean up 19/A check out	 15 minutes; 30 minutes tor vehicles other than the vehicle 
routinely used 
§A4.6	 school bus attendants will be guaranteed a minimum of two (2) hours for morning, noon and 
afternoon runs 
ARTICLE V • SPECIAL SUMMER PROGRAMS 
§A5.1	 A separate schedule will be set up for special summer programs. 
§A5.2	 Bus drivers shall be entitled to one and one-half (1-1/2) days sick leave for twenty (20) 
summer session days and one-half (1/2) day for driving assignments beyond twenty (20) at 
his appliceble summer compensation rale. 
§A5.3	 Individuals performing the job at "Bus Washer" shall be paid at the rate of $~0.13 (01-02); 
10.52	 (02-03); 10.93 (03-04). 
) 
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ARTICLE VI - DISCIPLINE PROGRAM 
[he District agrees that a program of discipline for children riding school buses on all regular trips 
and field trIps will be established and incorporated in Ihe bus driver's handbook. 
ARTICLE VII . SENIORITY 
§A7.1	 Seniority will be based upon the time of employment with the District and will be categorized in 
two (2) classifications: 
A7.1.1 Regular bus drivers 
A7.1.2 Substitute bus drivers 
§A7.2	 At the beginning of the schoor year, all buS drivers shall be assigned buses and bus routes on the 
basis of seniority in the particular bus size. 
§A7.3	 As far as possible, substitute bus drivers shall be rotated on a seniority basis similar to the 
regular bus drivers. 
§A7.4	 Noon runs will be assigned over and above the regular runs and based on seniority. 
§A7.5	 Late runs will be olfered first to those drivers who cb not accept tho noon run, on a seniority 
basis. It both of the latter runs are rejected, the bus driver will then be placed on the bottom of 
lhe seniorily lis! (noon and lale runs) for the balance of the school year. 
§A7.6	 School Bus Attendants will be oHered such extra aSSignments as may be made a'Jailable by the 
District by seniority on a rotating basis. 
§A7.7	 A sign-up list for handicapped bus dri'Jing assignments will be posted each year. Assignments 10 
fill vacancies that occur or new buses as they are added will be made from the list on the basis of 
seniority. 
ARTICLE VIII - EXTRA COMPENSATION 
At! bus drivers and attendants who work for a period 01 time longer than that scheduled on regular runs 
(due to inclement weather, breakdown, etc.), If validated, shall be paid extra on an hourly basis for all 
time over the established standard if the additional time exceeds fifteen (15) minutes over the 
established standard. 
ARTICLE IX . ESTABLISHED STANDARD 
The Transportation Director shall furnish the Division President or Chief Steward the established 
standards of the regular bus runs. Differences shall be resolved through the Grievance Ptocedures. 
ARTICLE X - APPEARANCE AND DRESS 
All school bus drivers will be neat, clean and appropriately dressed so as to present a gem appearance 
to the students and to the community. ) 
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ARTICLE XI - SAFETY MERIT PROGRAM 
§A 11.1 The District shall enroll 8am driver in the National Salety Council, and the rules of the 
National Safety Council will be followed in determining preven1able and non-preventable 
accidents. 
§A11.2	 A $100 Safe Driving Award will be paid at the close of the school year during which the sale 
driving occurred. This will not be prorated due to absence. 
School Bus Drivers who hold a National Safety Council Three-year Safe Driving Award shall 
be paid a safe driving award of $150 at the close of the year during which the safe driving 
occurred. This will not be prorated due to absence.
 
All new drivers employed during the school year shaH receive a prorated award at the end of
 
the school year.
 
§A11.3 A merit patch and a stipend of $50 will be awarded to all substitute drivers after 400 hours 
of safe driving in a 1iscal year. 
ARTICLE XII • DEFINITIONS 
§A12.1 Regular Bus Driver: 
A12.1.1 Any driver who is assigned to one bus. 
A 12.1.2 Any driver who has a regularly assigned route. 
A 12.1.3 A driver who drives four and one-half (4-112) hours or more each schaal day of the 
school year (morning and afternoon). 
A12.1.4 Any driver employed for ten (10) months or more per year. 
§A12.2 Substitute Bus Driver: 
A 12.2.1 A school bus driver who cannot or does not work regularly (morning and afternoon) 
five (5) days a week. 
A12.2.2 A driver who drives when a regular driver is absent or when a regular run is open 
for lack of a regular driver. 
A 12.2.3 A driver who can work regularly five (5) days a week when there are no open bus 
runs. Such a driver will be assigned a regular bus when one becomes available. 
A12.2.4 If a morning or afternoon route is open for a period of time, the same substitute bus 
driver can be assigned until a regular driver takes over the run. 
§A12.3 School Bus Attendants 
A 12.3.1 School Bus Attendants are employed to serve on a regular basis in one or the other of 
two distinct duty areas. The two duty areas are: 
a.	 School Bus Attendant - Handicap Aide
 
School Bus Attendant - Discipline Monitor
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A12.3.2	 School Bus Attendants may be required to serve temporarily and for good cause in the 
alternative duty area at the discretion of the Transportation Director. 
§A12,4	 Regular Runs 
Regular runs are all runs that transport students on a regularly scheduled basis. This woul~ 
include early dismissals, noon kindergarten, late runs, handicapped swim, etc. 
§A 12.5 Field Trips 
All other trips that are not classified 8S regular runs. 
ARTICLE XIII· EXTENDED NOON BUS RUNS 
§A13.1 During the school year, 
minimum at 15 minutes 
consecutive school days. 
the District will post all 
when the extended run is 
noon runs which are i
expected to continue in 
ncreased by 
excess 01 
a 
ten 
§A13.2 Posting shall include Ihe complete run ard bus, Le., 
opportunity to choose a new bus for the extended run u
the run being posted. 
a senior driver will 
nless a new bus was originally 
not have 
a par
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! of 
§A 13.3 Reductions to time allocations affecting other drivers 
That is, it is understood that the increase received 
fewer hours for less senior drivers. 
as a resull of postings is 
by more senior drivers 
not address
may result 
ed. 
in 
§A13.4	 When necessary, the Transportation Director will fill the run on a temporary basis 
immediately, but then post for three wOfk days before filling permanently 
§A13.5	 Extensions to bus runs other than those at noon afe not addressed. 
ARTICLE XIV - PHVSICAL EXAMINATION 
§A 14.1	 School bus drivers ard school bus attendants are eligible for one hour payment per year for 
purposes related to a required physical examination. Such time shall not be eligible for 
overtime compensation and shall not count toward overtime. 
)
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SUPPLEMENT "B"
 
'''it CUSTODIAL-MAINTENANCE EMPLOYEES 
§B1 Custodian I Upgrading Procedure. 
§B 1.1 Notification of Custodian I examination will be sent to all Head Custodians and Custodial 
Supervisor. 
§81.2 The Personnel Department will request a Custodian I eligibility list once il has been 
established. The list wlll be forwarded to the Custodial Supervisor for review with the 
building Head Custodians to determine those Employees to be recommended for upgrading. 
The Custodial Supervisor will furnish the Assistant Superintendent tor Personnel ard 
Planning with the names of Ihose Employees. 
§B1.3 Recommendations for upgrading will be based upon criteria established by the Custodial 
Supervisor and will include at least: 
81.3.1 One year's service in the District as Custodial Worker J. 
81.3.2 Indication that the candidate can perform at the Custodian I level. 
81.3.3 Most recent supervisory report must indicate "good performance" in all rating 
categories. 
81.3.4 Employee recommended for upgrading must be on the Custodial I eligibility list. 
.) 81.3.5 The Employee must have the recommendation of the Custodial SupelVisor. 
§B1.4 The Personnel Department will canvass the Custodian 1 list and forward the names of 
those Employees able to be reached on the list to the Superintendent of Schools for 
recommendation for upgrading. 
§B2 The District agrees to have the annual evaluation for custodians initialed by the Head Custodian. 
)
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SUPPLEMENT "C" 
GRIEVANCE f>ROCEDURE 
§C1 Declaration of Purpose. 
WHEREAS, the establishment and maintenance of a harmonious and cooperative relationship 
between the Board of Education and its employees is essential to the operation of the schools, i I 
is the purpose of this procedure to secure equitable solutions !o alleged grievances of the 
employees through procedures under which they may present grievances free Irorn coercion, 
interference, restraint, discrimination, or reprisal, and by which Ihe District and ils 
employees are afforded adequate opportunity to dispose 01 their differences without the necessity 
of time-consuming and costly proceedings befora administrative agencies andlor in the courts. 
§C2 Definitions 
§C2.1	 "Grievance" shall be a claimed violation, misinterpretation, or inequitable 
application 011his Agreement. Provided, however, that such definition shall exclude 
the disct1arge or non-retention of a probatlonary employee 8fld provided further that 
the commencement of any other sCllon, proceeding or complaint by the alleged grievant 
or UnIon In any other jurisdiction, forum, court or law, or administrative agency 
shall constitute an erection of remedies so as to preclude the commencement and/or 
maintenance of a Grievance under this Article. 
§C2.2	 "S upe rvi so r" shall mean any immediate superior or other administrative 0 r 
supervisory olflcer responsible for the area in which an alleged Grievance arises, 
except for the Chief Executive Officer, 
§C2,3	 "Superintendent" shall mean the Superintendent of Schools or other person 
appointed to act on his behalf. 
§C2.4	 "Aggrieved Party" shall mean any person or group of persons in lhe negoliating 
unit filing a Grievance. 
§C2.5	 "Party in Interest" shall mean the Grievance Committee of the Association and any 
party named in a Grievance who is not the Aggrieved Party. 
§C2.6	 "Grievance Committee" is the committee created and constituted by the Liverpool 
segment of this Bargaining Unit. 
§C2.7	 "Hearing Officer" shall mean any individual or board charged wHh the duty of 
rendering decisions at any stage on Grievance hereunder. 
§C3 Procedures 
§C3.1	 All Grievances shall include the name and position of the Aggrieved Party, the identity 
of the provision of law, this agreement, policies, etc., involved in the said Grievance, 
the time when and the place where the alleged events or conditions constituting the 
Grievance existed, the identity of the party responsible for causing the said events u r 
conditions, if know of the Aggrieved Party, and a general statement of the nature of the 
Grievance and the redress sought by the Aggrieved Party. 
)
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§C3.2	 Except for informal decisions at Stage 1 a), all decisions shall be rendered in writing 
at each step of the Grievance Procedure, setting forth findings of fact, conclusions, ard 
supporting reasons therefor. Each decision shall be promptly transmitted to the 
Employee and the Union. 
§C3.3	 If a Grievance effects a group of employees and appears to be associated with system­
wide policies, it may be submitted by the Union directly at Stage 2 described below. 
§C3.4	 The preparation and processing of Grievances, Insofar as practicable, shall te 
conducted during the hours of employment, avoiding interruption of employment 
activity and avoiding involvement of students in any phase of the Grievance Procedure. 
§C3.5	 The District and the Union agree to facilitate any investigation, which may be required, 
and to make available any and all material and relevant documents, communications, 
and records concerning alleged Grievance. 
§C3.6	 E:xcept as otherwise provided in Section 5.1 a) and 5.1 b) an Aggrieved Party and any 
Party In Interest shall have the right at all stages at a Grievance to confront and cross· 
examine all witnesses on the Aggrieved Party's own behalf. 
§C3.7	 No interference, coercion, restraint, discrimination, or reprisal of any kind will be 
taken by either party or any other participant in the Grievance Procedure or any other 
person by reason ot such Grievance or participation herein. 
§C3.8	 The form for tiling Grievances is annexed to this article. The Board and the Union will 
jointly develop forms for serving notices, taking appeals, and making reports an:l 
recommendations, and other necessary documents. The Superintendent shall then have 
them printed and distributed so as to facilitate operation of the Grievance Procedure. 
§C3.9	 All documents, communications, and records dealing with the processing of a Grievance 
shall be filed separately from the personnel files of the participants. 
§C3.10	 Nothing contained herein will be construed as limiting the right of any employee 
having a Grievance to discuss the matter informally with any appropriate supervisory 
personnel and having Ihe Grievance informally adjusted without intervention of the 
Union. In the event that any Grievance is adjusted without formal determination 
pursuant to this Procedure, while such adjustment shall be binding upon the Aggrieved 
Party and shall in all respects be flnal, said adjustment shall not create a precedent 0 r 
ruling binding upon either of the parties 10 this Agreement in future proceedings. 
§C3.11	 If any provision of this Grievance Procedure or any application thereof to any 
employee or group of employees in the Negotiating Unit shall be finally determined by 
any court to be contrary to law, than such provision or application shall not be deema::l 
valid and subsisting except to the extent permitted by law, but all other provisions or 
applications will continue in full force and effect. 
;,~
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§C3.12	 The Superintendent shall be responsible for accumulating and maintaining an Officjal 
Grievance Record which shall consist of the written Grievance, all exhibits, 
transcripts, communications, minutes and/or notes of testimony, as the case may be, 
written arguments and briefs considered at all levels other than Stflge 1 a) and all 
written decisions al all stages. Official minutes, if requestad by either party, shall te 
kept 01 al\ proceedings at Stage 4 with e)(pens€ls thereat shared by Board and Union. A. 
copy of such minutes shall be made available to the parties promptly after the 
conclusion of hearing at Stage 4 d). The Official Grievance Record shall be available 
for inspection and/or copying by the Aggrieved Party and lhe Board, but shall not b:t 
deemed a public record. 
§C3.13	 The eXlstence at the ?rocedure hereby establlshed shall not be deemed to require any 
employee to pursue the remedies here provided and shall not in any manner impaIr or 
limit the right of any employee to pursue any other remedies available In any form. 
§C4	 Time Limits 
§C4.1	 Since it is Important to geed relationships that Grievance5 be processed as rapidly as 
possible, every efforl will be made by all parties to expedite the process. The time 
limits specified for Bither party may be extended only by mutual agreement. 
§C4.2	 No written Grievance will be entertained as described below, 5.1 (b), and such 
grievance will be deemed waived unless written grIevance is fOlWarded at the f i f st 
available stagE within thirty (3D) school days after the employee knows of the act or 
condition on which the grievance is based. 
§C4.3	 If a decision at one Mage is not appealed lo the next stage of the Procedure within the time 
limit specified, the Grievance will be deemed to be discontinued and fUrlher appeal under 
this Agreement shall be barred. 
§C4.4	 Failure. at any stage of the Grievance Procedure, to communicate a decision to the 
Aggrieved Party, the Aggrieved Party's representatives, and the Union within the 
specified lime limit shall permit the lodging 01 an appeal at the next stage of the 
Procedure within 1he time which would haVEl been allotted had the decision been 
communicated by the final day. 
§C4.5	 In Ihe event a Grievance is filed on or after June 1. every eHort shall be made to settle 
the GrlevB.nce by June 30. 
C4.5.1	 Stage 1: Supervisor 
a)	 An employee having a Grievance will discuss it with the supervisor, 
either directly or through a reprcsents.ttve, with the Objective 01 
resolving the matter informally. The superVisor will confer with all 
Parties in Intere~t but, in arriving at a decision. will not consider any 
material or statements offered by or on behalf of any such Party in 
Interest with whom consultation has been had withOUt the Aggrieved Pa Tty 
Of the AggrieVed Party's representative present. 
b)	 If the Grievance is not resolved informally, it shall be reduced 10 writing 
and presented to the supervisor. Within five (5) school days after the 
written Grievance is presented to the supervisor. the supervisor shall, 
without any further consultation with the Aggrieved Party or any Party 
in Interest, render a deCIsion therein. in writin!=j, and preMnt it to the)	 employee. the employee'S representative, and the Union . 
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C4.5.2 Stage 2: Superintendent 
a)	 If the employee initiating the Grievance is not satisfied with the written 
decision at the conclusion of Stage 1 and wishes to proceed further under 
this Grievance Procedure, the employee shall, within live (5) school 
days, present the Grievance to the Union's Grievance Committee for its 
consideration, and the Union shall notify the District. 
b)	 If the Grievance Committee determines that the employee has a 
meritorious Grievance, then it will file a written appeal of the decision at 
Stage 1 with the Superintendent within ten (10) school days after the 
employee has received such written decision. Copies of the written 
decision at Stage 1 shall be submirted with the appeal. 
c)	 Within five (5) school days after receipt of Ihe appeal, the 
Superintendent shall hold a hearing with the employee and the Grievance 
Committee or Its representative and all other Parties in Interest. 
d)	 The Superintendent shall render a decision in writing to the employee, lhe 
Grievance Committee and its representatives, within five (5) school days. 
aftar the conclusion of the hearing. 
C4.5.3 Stage 3: Board 01 Education 
•
a) If Ihe employee and the Union are not satisfied with the decision at Stage 
2, the Grievance Committee will fire an appeal in writing with the Board 
of Education within ten (10) school days after receiving the decision at 
, }-• Stage 2. The Official Grievance Record maintained by the Superintendent 
.•', 
shall be available for the use of the Board of Education. 
b ) Within ten (10) school days after receipt 01 an appeal, the Board of 
Education shall hold a hearing on the Grievance. The hearing shall be 
conducted In executive session. 
c)	 Within len (10) school days after the conclusion of the hearing, the Board 
of Education shall render a decision, in writing, on the Grievance. 
C4.5.4 Stage 4: Arbitration 
a)	 After such hearing, il the employee and/or Union are nat satisfied with 
the decision at Stage 3, and the Union determines (hat the Grievance is 
meritorious and that appealing it is in the best interests of the school 
system, it may submit the Grievance to arbitration by written notice to 
the Board of Education within fifteen (15) school days of the decision at 
Stage 3. 
b)	 Within ten (10) school days after such written notice 01 submission to 
arbitration, the Board of Education and the Union will agree upon a 
mutually acceptable arbitrator compelent In the area of the GrIevance, 
and will obtain a commitment from said arbitrator to serve. 
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If the parties are unable 10 agree upon an arbitrator or to obtain such a 
commitment within the specified period, either party will make a request 
<'\1!l>litP for a I\st 01 arbitratols to the America.n Arbitration Associa1ion. TIe parties will then be bound by the rules and procedures of the American 
Arbitration Association in the selection of the arbitrator. 
c) The selected arbitrator will hear the matter promptly and will issue his 
decision not later than fourteen (14) calendar o'ays from Iho date of the 
close ot the hearing, or, jf oral hearings ha\le been waived, then from the 
date of the tinal statements and proofs are sUbmitted to him. The 
arbitrator's decision will be in writing aIld will set forth his findings of 
fact, reasoning, and conclusions on the issues. 
d) The arbitrator shall have no power or authority to make any decision 
which requires th6 commission 01 an act prohibited by law or which is 
violative of the terms of this Agreement, nor ad:l to, subtract Irom, or 
modify any of the provisions of this Agreement. 
oj The decision of ttle arbitrator shall be final and binding upon all parties. 
f) The costs for the services of the arbitrator, Including expenses, If any, 
will be borne equally by lhe Board of Education and the Union. 
)
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LIVERPOOL CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT 
GRIEVANCE FORM 
Employee's Name: Date:
 
Building: Position:
 
Nature of Grievance:
 
Settlement Desired: 
Signed: Signed: 
Employee For the Association 
District Reply: 
Date: Signed:
 
Fill out in quadruplicate. distribute to: 1. Immediate Supervisor 3. Grievance Committee
 
2. Union Steward 4. Employee 
Ib F#1 
) 
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